
1How many Singing River 
Classics have you attended 
throughout your high school 

years?
a- duh all of them

b- some
c- no , I do not like football

2Do you know how many couples teach 
at PHS?

a- three
b- one
c- zero

6When you need a pick me up after school, 
where is your first stop?

a- sonic
b- mcdonalds

c- I go straight home

7How many pep rallies did you dress out at 
this year?

a- all five
b- here and there
c- none of them 

�A- Three actually, 
actually yeah, yeah three.� 
Cammeron Eslava (10)

�A- all of the 
Singing River 
Classics, Goula 
be the Truth.� 
Raisa Harris 
(12)

�B- Mcdonalds, I get a 
medium fry.� 
Yadi Martinez (11)

�B- here and there, they are 
hype though.� 
Aiden Green (9)

�A- too many to count, 

that is all I ever wear.� 
Folsom Berry (10)
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8How many PHS spirit shirts do you own?
a- too many to count (15 or more)

b- just enough (15 or less)
c- zero, pollo shirts are the way



3Throughout your years attending PHS, 
how many homecoming days did you 

dress out per week? 
a- four to five
b- two to three
c- one to zero 5How much of the Alma Mater do you 

know?
a- I can sing it with the band

b- I copy the person next to me
c- what is the alma mater?

9How many Basketball games do you 
attend in a year?

a- all of them
b- just a couple

c- basketball is boring

10Which year was PHS founded?
a- 1939
b- 1996

c- I really do not know

Happy 80th Anniversary

4What is your favorite PHS cafeteria meal?
a- mandarin chicken or cheesy chicken

b- stuffed crust pizza or John Wayne casserole
c- chicken nuggets or a burger 

�A- mandarin chicken 
because when you mix 
that chicken and rice 
together that hits.� 
Dontavius Dillon (11)

�A- four to five, I was a 
Resurrection girl for 
twin day with Cameryn 
Coleman.� 
Emmaleigh Smith (11)

�A- I can sing it with 
the band, I just mess 
up on a few parts, but 
it is okay, don�t tell 
nobody.� 
Avery Lee (9)

�B- Just a couple to show 
spirit, I will show up at the 
home games to show a little 
support.� 
Xavier Woodson (9)

�B- 1996, wait what was the question, be 
more specific, oh my god.� 
Slade Mink (12)

If you got mostly a�s 
or all a�s this means 

that you are a perfect 
panther. 

Perfect Panther

If you got mostly b�s 
or all b�s this means 
that you are just a 

panther.

Panther

What type of 
Panther are you?

If you got mostly c�s 
or all c�s this means 

that you are a 
panther cub. 

Perfect Cub
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